
TIPS
Blow at a distance of at least 8 to 10 cm from the paper. Never put the tip or the ink cartridge in the mouth. Take breaks between each 

use. Rinse the tips, caps and the glitter holder between each use and let them dry for a few minutes. Non-rechargeable.

INSTRUCTIONS
GLITTER Super Activity Workshop

STENCIL USER GUIDE 
Before playing, ask an adult to press gently on the detachable parts of the stencils. Be careful, this part 

could be delicate.

Place the stencil on the area of the sheet where you want to draw.

Blow in your Blopens to color.

Gently remove the stencil to make your drawing appear.
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HOW TO USE BLOPENS

Unscrew the cap of the glitter tube and place it inside the glitter holder. Push it 

strongly so that the top of the tube is at the same height as the top of the glitter 

holder. Slide the glitter holder on the tip of the Blopens.

Always place the Blopens cartridge back in its initial position when stored. 

Point the Blopens and blow into the cap to spray the paper.

Remove the cartridge and place the marker inside the tip. Then, put the cap 

back. 

The Blopens comes with the cartridge in a storage position.

 HOW TO BUILD YOUR EASEL BOX



CREATION ASSEMBLY GUIDE
Choose a creation sheet and color your creation with the Blopens. Be 

carreful not to remove the creation from the sheet.

Once your creation is colored, let the ink dry a few moments and then 

superimpose the corresponding stencil above to add new colorful details. You 

can add glue on all the spaces you want to spangle. Follow the shapes of the 

spencil with your glue pen as you wish. 

Take the glitter type of your choice, remove the cap and place the tube into the glitter holder. Slide your 

glitter holder on the tip of a Blopen as shown on the part 4 of the guide. Aim parties with glue and press 

your glitter tube to sprinkle. Once you have finished using glitter, remove the tube from the glitter holder 

and recap it.

Take off your spencil, shake it over a bin to remove excess glitter and put it aside for later use.

Let dry for about 2 hours and then remove your creation of his board.
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Please remove all plastic tags, ties, and any other protective elements which do not make 

up part of the toy, before giving it to the child. Please retain information for future reference. 

Colors and contents may vary from those shown. Do not aim for eyes and face. In case of 

contact with the eyes, rinse thoroughly with clear water and consult a doctor bringing the 

product with you. Should not be inhaled. Use only the glitter and glue on the drawings. Do 

not use glitter and glue on skin. Keep away from eyes. Wash hands well after use.

Warning! Contains small parts. Choking hazard.

Réf : 23539

USING AND CLEANING
Blopens may stain. We suggest wearing an apron and protecting your furniture and carpets. Stains on skin and fabric can be cleaned with 

soap. Avoid prewash products that may stain.  For tougher stains fabric may have to soak overnight in soap and water. An additional 

washing may be necessary for the persistent stains. In order to avoid any discoloration, follow the instructions provided by the soap or 

detergent product manufacturer. Avoid chlorine, chemical cleaners and biological washing powders.

HOW TO BUILD THE BUTTERFLY MOBILE  
Ask an adult to help you interlock both parts of your butterfly by 

sliding the slots on top and bottom. 

Once built, fold the wings of your butterfly on each side to give it 

volume. 

Slide the ribbon in the butterfly hole by making a loop then make 

2 or 3 big knots under the butterfly. Add the small parts on the 

ribbon.
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FLOWER ASSEMBLY 
Follow the dotted line to lift and bend the petals of the flowers and give them volume. 
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BLOPENS ® is a registered trademark of JAKKS Pacific, Inc. 
and is used with permission. 
©2016 JAKKS Pacific, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Licensed by JAKKS Pacific, Inc.

Message to parents: Prior to starting, carefully read the instructions with the child. You can also watch a video tutorial by scanning the QR code 
or by visiting the Lansay website at www.lansay.fr.

NOTICE


